
INTRODUCTION ON THE CRUCIBLE ESSAY

Browse essays about The Crucible and find inspiration. Introduction: The play is based on the real life witch hunt that
occurs in the late s in Salem, Mas.

The five-act structure helped to expand the three act structure, mainly made famous by Shakespeare through
his many tragedies. Carefully examine how this fear escalates, identifying who the responsible parties are ,
what their stakes were, and what tactics they used to escalate concern in their community. History tells about
how a neighbors pig fell astray into the Nurse familys yard and Rebecca Nurse yelled at her neighbor. Abigail
lied to Parris about why she was fired. But she is not alone in her cruelty. Perhaps in such way, the residents
tried to solve their own problems. Corey probably realized that if he was tried at all, he would be executed,
and his children would be disinherited. Reverend Parris never graduated from Harvard as stated in the movie.
A black slave known as Tituba supposedly led the rite. Thus, a fair court a priori turns into a collective crime.
Arthur Miller, the original writer, admits in the introduction to the play that he boosted Abigail Williams' age
to 17 even though the real girl was only 11, but he never mentions that John Proctor was 60 and Elizabeth, 41,
was his third wife. Movie shows that it was Ruth Putnam whose real name is actually Ann. Neither did the tide
turn when Abigail Williams accused This featured Introduction Paragraph For The Crucible Essay is one of
many example essays available on this topic. The reasonable evidence did not matter. As soon as someone
finds themselves in trouble, they are starting thinking of schemes and plans which would get them out of their
endeavors without taking into account those who might get hurt in the process. History shows that Betty Parris
also had a brother Thomas and a sister Susannah, which were not mentioned in the film at all. He expressed
this opinion the best when he said, In the crucible of the frontier the immigrants were Americanized, lib The
Crucible - Burn the Witch The Crucible - Burn the Witch In the following paragraphs I am going to show how
Hollywood portrays the Salem Witch Trails and the s compared with what actual happened in history and that
in the film The Crucible. Arthur Miller wrote the play during the time of the Red Scare, in which multiple
people were being convicted of communism without evidence or proof. John and Elizabeth Proctor fell victim
to this. This plot is advanced by multiple characters in the book in order to ensure that the reader maintains
interest with the material that is being read. History tells he was accused of witchcraft, and refused to enter a
plea, which held up the proceedings, since the law of the time required that the accused enter a plea. Many
samples of essays on this topic exist. In history there have been many events that have shaped the world we
live in. Elizabeth Proctor was indeed pregnant, during the trial, and did have a temporary stay of execution
after convicted, which ultimately spared her life because it extended past the end of the period that the
executions were taking place. The defendants were innocent, and their severe sentence was due to
superstitious fear and paranoia. This was due to the fact he needed to tend to his crops. It is often presumed
that Miller based his drama directly off of events that were particularly prevalent in the years surrounding the
publication of The Crucible- which was released in the year , towards the conclusion of the Korean War. In
my mind, this fits because all of the characters had their little grudges and dirty secrets. The first of the girls to
be trailed were Betty Parris and Abigail Williams. The people of Salem sincerely believed in witchcraft and
called for it to fight. This fear led to the famous witch-hunts that primarily terrorized women who deviated
from the Puritan vision of absolute obedience and orthodoxy. He did attend for a short while but later dropped
out. Anyone can now just pick up their phone and make an accusation without confirming it and people will
believe it without checking the facts.


